Out of the Box Talk
Institute of Science and Technology - IST

Are you curious about the tasks and challenges of project managers and research team leaders in the Austrian life science industry?

Then you should definitely join the Young Life Scientists Austria Kick Off Event at the Campus IST with following invited young life science graduates:

Dr. Elisabeth Mayer, Research Team Leader at Biomin
Dr. Jonas Ramoni, Project Manager at Ares Genetics

As part of this Out of the Box Talk, Elisabeth and Jonas will tell you more about their jobs and the associated roles and duties you have in this position as a young life science graduate. After their presentations there will be Q&A.

When? Thursday, January 24th 2019 17:15-19:00
Where? IST Austria, Am Campus 1, Klosterneuburg
Central Building – Mondi 2 Seminar Room (Ground Floor)
How? Register with Nilay via ylsa.ost@oegmbt.at

Register at Nilay (Event Organizer)
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How to reach IST Austria in Klosterneuburg from Vienna

- IST Austria provides a shuttle bus no. 142 for anybody traveling from Vienna-Heiligenstadt to the campus (and return)
- Departure Time: 16:03 from Heiligenstadt to reach IST kick off meeting in time
- More info: https://ist.ac.at/campus-life/shuttle-bus/

Don’t miss this exciting opportunity!